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“Shh, look closer,” she said in a much softer tone of voice, 
pulling me closer and pointing in the same direction. I squinted 
my eyes and finally saw it.
It was a bird sitting on a branch of a tree, flaunting all possible 
shades of brown and spotted with some. It camouflaged with the 
branch it perched on and I could only spot it because it looked 
around with sudden, jerky head movements, much like pigeons do. 
Multiple layers of feathers that dressed its form, frisked along 
the wind.
“Arrey, Ghughuti,” murmured Vicky.
It was the first time I had seen one. I’d grown up listening to my 
mother recite,
“Ghughuti, tu kya khaandi? Doodh Bhati!
Kal dechho?
Aa jitbue la!
Kakun dechho?
Nanhi Thalun!
Kan khe chho? Gulgulgulgulgulgulgulgul!”
(Ghughuti, what do you eat? Milk and rice
Who gave it?
Jethi bua gave
In what?
In a small plate.
How did you eat it? Gulgulgulgulgulgulgulgul!”)
And with that last line, she would hold me up in the air and 
pretending to be an airplane I would stretch my arms out. But now 
that I think about it, I’d have liked to be a Ghughuti instead.
“Ghughuti is a rare sight nowadays,” said Vicky.
I hurriedly unzipped my camera bag and pulled out my camera that 
very instant, but the moment I looked up, it was gone. I hoped I’d 
have looked at it for longer, to see where it had flown.
Faded memories transformed into vivid ones. As a child I would 
keep a small
bowl of rice, on the ledge of our balcony, hoping a Ghughuti 
would come and eat the doodh bhaat and my thirst to know whether 
‘gulugulugulugulu’ was really the sound it made would be quenched, 
but it never came.
I remember asking my mother, why that was so, and in a voice lower 
than usual, perhaps tired of longing, she would answer, “Ghughutis 
don’t like cities. They like to fly over the mountains.”
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The grandmother with a new 
found sense of self and 
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The grandmother with a new 
found sense of self and 
freedom 

The daughter exploring the idea 
of a fulfilling life through her 
conversations, experiences and 
constant internal dialogue
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41Thank you. 


